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MODEL-INDEPENDENT CONFIRMATION OF THE�-MESON BELOW 1 GeV and INDICATION FOR THEf0(1500) GLUEBALL� ��Yu.S. SurovtsevBogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretial PhysisJoint Institute for Nulear ResearhDubna 141 980, Mosow Region, RussiaD. Krupa and M. NagyInstitute of Physis, Slovak Aademy SienesDúbravská esta 9, 842 28 Bratislava, Slovakia(Reeived June 8, 2000)On the basis of a simultaneous desription of the isosalar s-wave han-nelof the �� sattering (from the threshold up to 1.9 GeV) and of the�� ! KK proess (from the threshold to � 1.4 GeV) in the model-independent approah, a on�rmation of the �-meson at � 660 MeV andan indiation for the glueball nature of the f0(1500) state are obtained.PACS numbers: 14.40.Cs, 11.80.Gw, 12.39.Pn, 13.75.Lb1. We are going to demostrate in the model-independent approah thatthe large bakground (e.g., that happens in analyzing �� satter-ing), an hide low-lying states, even suh important for theory as a�-meson. Reent new analyses of the old and new experimental datafound a possible andidate for that state [1℄. However, their results aremodel-dependent. A model-independent information on multihannelstates an be obtained on the basis of the �rst priniples (analytiity� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.�� This work has been supported by the Grant Program of Plenipotentiary of SlovakRepubli at JINR. M.N. was supported in part by the Slovak Sienti� Grant Ageny,Grant VEGA No. 2/7175/20; and D.K. by Grant VEGA No. 2/5085/99. Yu.S. isgrateful to the Bogoliubov-Infeld Program for giving the travel grant to partiipatein the MESON'2000 Workshop. (2697)



2698 Yu.S. Surovtsev, D. Krupa, M. Nagyand unitarity) immediately applied to analyzing experimental data.The way of realization is a onsistent allowane for the nearest sin-gularities on all sheets of the Riemann surfae of the S-matrix [2℄.Here we restrit ourselves to a 2-hannel simultaneous onsiderationof the proesses �� ! ��;KK, i.e., we have the S-matrix determinedon the 4-sheeted Riemann surfae. The matrix elements S��, where�; � = 1(��); 2(KK), have (on the real axis of the s-plane) the right-hand uts, starting at 4m2� and 4m2K , and the left-hand uts, startingat s = 0 for S11 and at 4(m2K �m2�) for S22 and S12. We number theRiemann-surfae sheets aording to the signs of analyti ontinuationsof the hannel momenta k1 = (s=4 �m2�)1=2; k2 = (s=4 �m2K)1=2 asfollows: signs (Imk1; Imk2) = ++;�+;��;+� orrespond to sheetsI, II, III, IV. To eluidate the resonane representation on the Riemannsurfae, we express analyti ontinuations of the matrix elements tothe unphysial sheets SL�� (L = II, III, IV) in terms of them on thephysial sheet SI��. The latter have, exept for the real axis, only ze-ros orresponding to resonanes. These formulae give the resonanerepresentation by poles and zeros on the Riemann surfae. In the 2-hannel ase, one must disriminate between three types of resonanesdesribed by a pair of onjugate zeros on sheet I: (a) in S11, (b) in S22,() in eah of S11 and S22. A resonane of every type is representedby a pair of omplex-onjugate lusters (of poles and zeros on the Rie-mann surfae) of the size typial of strong interations. The lusterkind is related to the state nature. The resonane, oupled stronglywith the �� hannel, is desribed by the luster of type (a); the res-onane, oupled strongly with the KK and weakly with �� hannel(say, an ss state), by the luster of type (b); the �avour singlet (e.g.glueball) must be represented by the pole luster of type () [2℄.2. To take aount of the right-hand (s = 4m2� and s = 4m2K) and left-hand (s = 0) branh-points, we use the uniformizing variablev = mKps� 4m2� +m�qs� 4m2Kqs(m2K �m2�) (1)whih maps the 4-sheeted Riemann surfae onto the v-plane, dividedinto two parts by a unit irle entered at the origin. The sheetsI (II), III (IV) are mapped onto the exterior (interior) of the unitdisk on the upper and lower v-half-plane, respetively. The physialregion extends from the point i on the imaginary axis (�� threshold)along the unit irle lokwise in the 1st quadrant to point 1 on the



Model-Independent Con�rmation of the �-Meson: : : 2699real axis (KK threshold) and then along the real axis to point b =p(mK +m�)=(mK �m�) into whih s = 1 is mapped on the v-plane. The intervals (�1;�b℄; [�b�1; b�1℄; [b;1) on the real axis arethe images of the orresponding edges of the left-hand ut of the ��-sattering amplitude. The type (a) resonane is represented in S11 bytwo pairs of the poles on the images of the sheets II and III, symmetrito eah other with respet to the imaginary axis, by zeros, symmetrito these poles with respet to the unit irle.The variable v is uniformizing for the ��-sattering amplitude, however,the amplitudes of the KK ! ��;KK proesses do have the uts on thev-plane whih arise from the left-hand ut on the s-plane, starting at s =4(m2K �m2�). This left-hand ut will be negleted in the Riemann-surfaestruture, and the ontribution on the ut will be taken into aount inthat part of the KK bakground whih does not ontribute to the ��-sattering amplitude, namely, as a pole on the real s-axis on the physialsheet in the sub-KK-threshold region. For the simultaneous analysis ofthe experimental data on the proesses �� ! ��;KK in the hannel withIGJPC = 0+0++, we use the Le Couteur�Newton relations [2℄ expressingthe S-matrix elements of all oupled proesses in terms of the Jost matrixdeterminant d(k1; k2), the real analyti funtion with the only branh-pointsat ki = 0. On the v-plane, the Le Couteur�Newton relations areS11 = d(�v�1)d(v) ; S22 = d(v�1)d(v) ; S11S22 � S212 = d(�v)d(v) (2)with the d-funtion that on the v-plane already does not possess branh-points is taken as d = dBdres with dB taken to ontain that part of theKK bakground whih does not ontribute to the ��-sattering amplitude:dB = v�1(1�pv)(1+p�v); dres(v) represents the ontribution of resonanes,desribed by one of three types of the lusters:dres = v�M MYn=1(1 � v�nv)(1 + vnv); (3)where M is the number of pairs of the onjugate zeros.For a satisfatory desription (�2=ndf � 2:2) of the s-wave �� satteringfrom the threshold to 1.89 GeV and jS12j to 1.4 GeV, three resonanes turnedout to be su�ient: f0(660) and f0(980) of the type (a), and f0(1500) ofthe type (). A satisfatory desription of the phase shift of the S12 elementis obtained to 1.5 GeV with the parameter p = 0:993613 � 0:112842i (thisorresponds to the pole on the s-plane at s = 4(m2K �m2�) � 0:06). In the



2700 Yu.S. Surovtsev, D. Krupa, M. Nagytable, the obtained poles on the orresponding sheets of the Riemann surfaeare ited on the omplex energy plane (psr = Er � i�r). It is reasonable toreport just harateristis of pole lusters whih must be rather stable forvarious models unlike masses and widths, very model-dependent for wideresonanes. We determine also the onstants of the state ouplings withf0(660) f0(980) f0(1500)Sheet E, MeV � , MeV E, MeV � , MeV E, MeV � , MeVII 600�14 620�26 990�5 25�10 1480�15 400�35III 720�15 6�2 984�16 200�32 1540�25 300�351530�24 400�38IV 1500�22 300�34the �� � \1" and KK � \2" systems alulated through the residues ofamplitudes at the pole on sheet II. Taking T resij = Pr girgrjD�1r (s), whereDr(s) is an inverse propagator (Dr(s) / s � sr), we obtain (in GeV) forf0(660): g1 = 0:7376�0:12 and g2 = 0:37�0:1, for f0(980): g1 = 0:158�0:03and g2 = 0:86 � 0:09, for f0(1500): g1 = 0:347 � 0:028.We alulated sattering lengths. For the KK sattering, we obtain (inm�1�+ :) a00(KK) = �0:932�0:11+(0:706�0:09)i: For the �� sattering, weobtain: a00 = 0:27�0:06: Compare with the other experimental value 0:26�0:05 [1℄) and with the theoretial ones 0:16 (Weinberg [3℄, urrent algebra(non-linear �-model)); 0:20 (Gasser, Leutwyler [3℄, non-linear realization ofhiral symmetry); 0:26 (Volkov [3℄, linear realization of hiral symmetry).In summary:1. an existene of the low-lying state with the properties of the �-mesonand the obtained ��-sattering length seems to suggest the linear re-alization of hiral symmetry;2. a parameterless desription of the �� bakground in the hannel withIGJPC = 0+0++ is �rst given;3. the f0(1500) state is represented by the pole luster orresponding toa �avour singlet, e.g., the glueball;4. a minimum senario of the simultaneous desription of the proesses�� ! ��;KK in the hannel with IGJPC = 0+0++ does not re-quire the f0(1370) resonane; therefore, if this meson exists, it mustbe weakly oupled with the �� hannel, e.g., to be the s�s state.



Model-Independent Con�rmation of the �-Meson: : : 2701We emphasize that the obtained results are model-independent, sinethey are based on the �rst priniples and on the mathematial fat that aloal behaviour of analyti funtions, determined on the Riemann surfae,is governed by the nearest singularities on all sheets.REFERENCES[1℄ Review of Partile Physis, Europ. Phys. J. C3, 1 (1998).[2℄ D. Krupa, V.A. Meshheryakov, Yu.S. Surovtsev, Nuovo Cimento A109, 281(1996); Yu.S. Surovtsev, D. Krupa, M.Nagy, hep-ph/0005090.[3℄ S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 17, 616 (1966); J. Gasser, H. Leutwyler, Ann.Phys. 158, 142 (1984); M.K. Volkov, Physis Elem. Part. and Atom. Nulei17 part 3, 433 (1986).


